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REFUSE DISPOSAL.
I. Intrccuct ion.
Sanitary and economic refuse dispcsa] is 3 problen which confronts
ell cities, end the Israel cities usually experience the greater difficul-
ties in arriving at its satisfactory solution. Considerable literature has
been written upon the subject, and irany experiments have been made for the
purpose of drawing conclusions in connection with it. The literature may be
found in the different engineering periodicals, and in a few becks. Most of
these bocks are lacking in a complete discussion of the subject.
The purpose of the following is to present as complete a review z s
it is possible to give briefly. In doing this, the principal intention is to
give such information as will be of value to persons desiring inf orn ation
upon the subject.
The methods of disposal by feeding tc srine,and dumping, are now
generally recognized as being unsatisfactory. On this account, the subjects
of collect ion, incineration, reduction, and utilization of by-products will
be given a much wider discussion than feeding to swine or dumping.
II. Classification cf Refuse.
Refuse may be classified as ashes, kitchen garbage, rubbish, street
sweepings and offal. A more general classification of city refuse would in-
clude night soil and sewage, but as municipalities usually treat the dis-
posal of these separately, they will not be considered here. Ashes are
produced whereever heat and steam are necessary, and are produced in larger
proportions than the other wastes. Kitchen garbage consists of rejected
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food wastes; it is heavy and wet, and decomposes very readily giving rise
tc unhealthy conditions due to the formation of disease bacteria. Rubbish
consists of all combustible articles; also glass, crockery, tin cans, paper,
wood, rags, bedding, leather, house sweepings and metals. ' Street sweep-
ings consist of loose soil, papers, sticks, and manure. Offal is the re-
fuse from slaughter houses, and. is of animal substances only.
III. Methods of Eisposal.
k common way of disposing of refuse, particularly kitchen garbage,
is by burning it in alleys, or burying it. This becomes prohibitory as the
town grows in size, and the population becomes more concentrated. Domestic
burning leaves an unsightly residue which is scattered by the winds. Ko
room is found in which to bury the ever increasing amounts. Another im-
portant thing' makes this practice bad. Garbage buried in large amounts
long remains in a state of putrefaction since- the air does not reach it
in order to oxidize it. The result is that foul disease laden gases a-
rise through the soil. The paving of alleys lessens the space in which to
bury garbage. When these conditions present themselves, the municipality
is first confronted with the necessity for systematic collection, and then,
naturally, the question of disposing of the collected material.
Feeding to swine has been a common method of disposing of kitchen
garbage in the past, and is still used to some extent; however the fail-
ures of this means are now generally recognized. For the reasons above
alluded to, the time elapsing between the production of garbage and the
feeding of it to swine must be short. Futrified. or partially putrified
garbage is responsible for the appearance of hog cholera amongst swine.
This fatal disease has swept away whole herds which have been maintained.
I
(:)
by municipalities. Trichinosis is another disease which appears amongst
swine, and its source is bad garbage. Human beings may be attacked by this
malady, having had it transferred tc there by eating the meet cf infected
swine. In spite of these disadvantages, this method, in certain cases, has
been successful and even reaped profits for the municipalities. To meet
with success reouires perfect co-operation between the householders and the
city as tc the deposition cf pure garbage, frequent and adequate collec-
tions of garbage, a close location for the piggery, complete sanitary con-
ditions at the piggery, and. regular inspections of the swine. It is evi-
dent that these ideal conditions are hard to obtain, and that slight di-
gressions from these may produce the very bad results first alluded tc.
Another common method of disposal is by dumping on land. In the
past, a number of cities have dumped on their outskirts. These outskirts
usually develop into suburban districts, and the proximity of the dump-
ing grounds detracts from the value cf the land as real estate by offer-
ing disagreeable features in connection with building sites, and, in gen-
eral, by proving a nuisance to the neighborhood. The apparent remedy is
to remove the accumulations. Garbage in large quantities may remain in a
state of putrefaction for years, and conseouently the atmosphere in the
vicinity is constantly rendered noisome. If the mass is spread out, it
will become putrefied more quickly; this will, however, increase the ex-
tent of the area of the nuisance. The dumping of garbage in the suburbs
of Marseilles, France, caused an epidemic of cholera in 1885. There are
conditions wherein dumping is advantageous, as for filling swamps, small
bodies of water, and depressions. Probably, the best filling material is
ashes, and where these are collected separately, they may be used exten-
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sively.
The use of garbage as a fertilizer has been tried, but in most
cases, the results have been unsatisfactory.
Dumping in water is another common means of disposal. Under this
system the shores gather collections of unsightly litter, and the waters
in the vicinity become badly polluted. The last objection is a serious
one where the water is used for supply purposes. Many river towns employ
this means of dispose!, and add to the injurious qualities of the water
below them.
Incineration is one of the recognized, remedies of the refuse dis-
posal Question. This consists of destroying the refuse by fire. The ad-
vantages of this system are principally health and. cleanliness. An ob-
jection to it is the cost. The many improvements that are constantly
being made are going far towards reducing this. The subject of incinera-
tion will be given an extended treatment further on in this work.
The reduction process as a means of disposal receives more favor
in the larger cities than in the smaller ones. It is applicable to kit-
chen garbage only. The process consists of the separation of the by-
products from the garbage after it has been subjected to certain treat-
ments. The commercial value of these products helps to defray the expen-
ses of the maintenance of the plant. Reduction will be fully discussed
later.
IV. Collection.
In choosing a system for the collection of refuse, the consider-
ations to be made are: (1) the quantity and. ouality of each class of re-
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fuse, (2) the condition in which it is to be collected (whether mixed or
separate), (3) the frequency of collection, and (4) the control of the
collection system.
(1) Quantity and Quality of Refuse. The quantity and quality of
the refuse of a town will be chiefly determined, by the character of the
population and the nature of the industries. The amount of garbage will
be proportionally great for cities with a large floating population. Cen-
ters for conventions, summer resorts, state capitols, and seaboard towns
offer examples. Tihereever hotels are numerous, the percentage of garbage
is large. In communities where poverty is prevailing, as in manufactur-
ing centers, the amount is less and. the quality poorer. The garbage of
the hotels and restaurants is very rich and is of exceptional value for
the extraction of by-products. A large amount of trade waste may be ex-
pected, from manufacturing towns. This material is of especial value for
incinerators since the combustion of refuse will depend largely upon it.
The amount of combustible refuse will-be considerable in business dis-
tricts, and where there are many stores.
The character of refuse will vary during the seasons of the year.
In summer, the percentage of ashes will be less than in winter (particu-
larly in residential districts). Cn the other hand, there will be a lar-
ger percentage of garbage in summer than in winter, and the summei gar-
bage will contain the most moisture. These facts will be seen upon con-
sidering the Quantities of green vegetables and melons that are consumed.
The garbage of southern cities is high in moisture on account of the large
amounts of succulent fruits that are eaten.
(2) The Condition of Collection. The condition of collection
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should be suited to the method of disposal. For- incineration, all the re
fuse may be put into one receptacle; this dilutes the garbage, and leng-
thens the time for its decomposition. In this case the frequency of col
lection may be determined by the quantity of refuse rather than the d.ecom
position of the garbage. However, this statement should not be adhered
to too closely, for the offensive properties of the garbage, though ap-
pearing at a slower rate, may demand its removal much sooner than other-
wise. These two things should be well considered when devising a system
of collection for disposal by incineration. For reduction plants, it is
necessary to keep the garbage separate from the other refuse. Frequent
collections will also be necessary, since highly putrescible garbage may
affect the quality of the by-products detrimentally. Since, in many eas-
es, it is advisable to locate reduction plants on the outskirts of the
city, central stations for receiving collections are necessary. If possi-
ble, it is advisable to place these at situations with relatively low
elevations; in this way, the loaded carts will descend with the gradient.
This is an important consideration in deciding upon the location for in-
cinerators.
(3) Frequency of Collection. Garbage unmixed with other refuse
should be collected once a day in summer, and at no time less freauently
than twice a week. Garbage is the breeding place for many small forms of
obnoxious animal life, particularly that of the house-fly. It might be
mentioned here that another prolific source of the house-fly is from sta-
ble manure. Adequate removal of theses two forms of waste would, no
doubt, noticeably decrease the extent of this pest. As before stated, the
necessity for rapid removal of garbage mixed with other refuse becomes
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lessened. The removal of rubbish and ashes is largely one of Quantity and
aesthetics.
(4) Control of the Collection System. There are three ways of
controlling the collection of refuse. They are: (a) license, (b) contract,
and (c) municipal.
Under the license system, certain cartmen who work independently
of each other, remove the refuse and receive compensation from the house-
holders according to its character and quantity, and the distance of haul.
An objection to this is that the people willing to encourage civic clean-
liness are, in a sense, compelled to pay for the removal of the waste of
their indifferent neighbors. Other difficulties are those of maintaining
systematic periods for collection, enforcing dumping regulations, and pro-
viding for a uniform equipment of carts and other apparatus.
Usually the contract system succeeds the license system, and is
more satisfactory in that the city can supervise the work of the contract-
ing company with greater ease than that of a number of independent cart-
men. The contract provides for standard equipment and definite collec-
tions. Competition often compels the contractor to work for smaller pro-
fit, and in this manner the service may become inefficient and unsatisfac-
tory. Buffalo, in using the contract system, has imposed a fine upon the
collecting company for the cans missed.
The municipal system of collection is probably the most advanta-
geous of the three. Here, the city takes charge of the collection service
and provides its own equipment and its own employees. The preliminary ex-
penses are large, but a saving will occur in the margin of profit other-
wise accruing to the contractor. The employees used in the collection
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service iray be used for ether municipal purposes thereby reducing the
cost. By means of the municipal system, there will be good co-operation
between the health department and the refuse collection service. The city
is much better able to enforce householders to place the proper waster in
the proper receptacles than is the contractor, k disadvantage of the city
system arises from the alleged laxity and dishonesty connected, with muni-
cipally controlled enterprises. But, it rcust be remembered, that such
dishonesty may be applied with equally harmful results in the letting of
I contracts.
Rules for Collection.- It is claimed that requiring the house-
holder to observe certain rules for depositing the various kinds of re-
fuse puts too great a burden upon him and, on this account, such rules of-
ten do not exist; and many existing rules are lax. Probably, if more at-
tention be paid to this matter, economy would be effected, in many collec-
tion systems. Certainly, the adoption of rules can do no harm, even
though their enforcement be difficult at times. Minneapolis has provided
special rules to be observed by the householder in the deposition of re-
fuse. These offer fair illustrations of what may be dene. These rules
are in successful operation. They are:
(1) Each owner or householder is requested by law to supply me-
tallic cans with handles and close fitting covers.
(2) Garbage cans must hold at least 20 gallons, and ash cans $0
gallons. Provide capacities for a week's accumulation.
(3) Put in garbage can: Animal and vegetable matter, kitchen re-
fuse, rags, waste, paper, old shoes, rubbers, flcor sweepings, and all
burnable refuse. Garbage cans containing water, tin cans, crockery, and

glass will not be emptied by collector.
(4) Put in ash can: all ashes, cans, glassware, etc.; and nothing
classified for the garbage can.
(5) Householders must drain garbage over kitchen sinks and wrap
it in paper before depositing it in can.
(6) Report all dead animals to transfer station giving exact lo-
cation of same.
(7) Persons not complying with these rules will net have their
garbage collected.
-
'The collections in Minneapolis are made by the municipality, and
the above rules were suggested by the Health Commission. The process of
disposal is by incineration.
Boston divides its refuse into three parts,- garbage, ashes, and
rubbish, and requests the householders to separate these wastes by plac-
ing at their disposal cans to receive them separately. Signs are placed
on each can to designate the class of refuse it is to receive. The col-
lection is municipal, and the methods of disposal are by incineration,
dumping at sea, and reduction. The rubbish which consists largely of
light, combustible refuse is burned, the garbage is reduced, and the ashes
( including house dirt) is dumped at sea. For the purpose of collection,
the city is divided into ten districts.
Refuse Receptacles and Collecting Vehicles.- Garbage receptacles
should preferably be of metal. The objections to wood are rapid decay,
leakage, and absorption of the filth. One advantage of wood is the fact
that frozen material only slightly adheres to the sides of the receptacle.
Circular corrugated galvanized iron cans with capacities ranging from 10
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to 40 gallons are considerably in favor at present. Receptacles for ashes
and rubbish should also be preferably of metal as a percaution against
fire. £11 receptacles should have suitable covers, and be placed in con-
venient places of access for the collector, and where they will not cause
offense to the neighborhood.
Plate I shows sketches of scire useful types of collecting vehicles.
1 ^hcws a steel body garbage cart with a double sliding cover for
loading. The first view shows the side of the cart with the cover (shewn
by "a") open; the second view shows the front of the cart, and the third
view shows the cart discharging its contents. Pig. 2 is a large garbage wa-
gon which operates upon the same principle as the above cart. Fife. 3 is a
wooden rubbish cart with extended, sides (shown by the - dotted, lines). Fig.
4 is a steel cart with canvas cover; and Fig. 5 is a special wagon designed,
tc reduce the noise arising from rumbling over pavements. This wagon car-
ries 50 ten-gallon garbage cans which are locked, in position by rubber
elaEps and separated from each other by rubber partitions. The wheels
have rubber tire , The householders' cans are conveyed tc the place of
dispcsal or collection station and. there emptied', after which they are
sterilized with hot water and returned. These wagons are in use in Oak-
land, Cel., and Toledo, Ohio. Fig. 6 shows a metal box that sets on a wagon
frame. The second view sjiows the manner in which its contents arc dis-
charged. Fig. 8 shows a small metallic cart in erect and dumping, positions,
and is tc be recommended since it may be equally well sustained, in inter-
mediate positions, facilitating the filling as well as the emptying of the
cart. This cart is manufactured by Gee. H. Ec^zbog and Bro., Jefferson-
ville,Ind. It has capacities of from 40 to 50 ;ubic feet, an<3 the net
price, f .o.b.Jef f ersonville, is $200. These carts are also well adapted for
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the reiroval of night soil, and other liouid refuse. Pig. 9 is a large
wooden ash or rubbish wagon made by the above firm.
There are a feii types of railway garbage ears in use of which Pig.
7 is one. The semi-circular box sets on rollers and rocker bearings. The
box is rotated and tipped by means of trunnions at each end. The capacity
of this car is 1400 cubic feet. Cleveland and St. Louis use these ears in
transferring garbage from their collection depots to their reduction
plants. In Sen Orleans, cars with steel under frames and inverted V-
shaped bottoms with side dumps (lever controlled.) are in use. These cars
are regularly washed by electrically driven pumps, and thoroughly disin-
fected and deodorized by spraying devices. The garbage and rubbish is
conveyed in these ears tc the neighboring swamps and dumped.
It is often advantageous tc use the street car lines for conveying
refuse from the collection depots. In Brooklyn, large rectangular steel
bins are filled with ashes from the collection carts. These are removed
during the night on flat cars over the street car tracks. The bins are
handled by cranes st the collection depots and the places of disposal.
In small cities, the refuse may be carted directly tc the place
of disposal, but in large cities it often becomes expensive tc do this.
Collection stations or receiving stations are made use of for transferring
refuse from collecting vehicles to railway cars or barges. These sta-
tions should, be centrally located with respect tc the district served. St.
Louis maintains a reduction plant twenty miles north of the city. The
garbage is collected at tvc points along the river front, one tc the north
of the city proper, and the ether tc the south. It very often becomes ad-
visable tc install cranes at stations where the refuse is handled in large
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masses. Table I gives the data relative to the pounds per capita per year
for the different classes of refuse as collected in different cities.
Table I. Collection of Refuse, in Pounds per Capita per Year.
City.
IfcaT 101
Which Value
is given.
Garbage Ashes Rubbi sh Street
Sweepings.
New York City 1904-06 956 260
Boston 1906 18/ 1565 41 ^62
Philadelphia 19'03 450 600 20 130
j.!i lw&ukee 75
Cincinnat i 1905-04 112 735 205
iVashingtcn 1905 230 560 95 215
Newark, N. J. 1903-04 110 I9OO 242
Bttffalc 120 760 80
Salt Lake City 133
Terre Haute 158
aston, ] , 19 10 150
*June to October inclusive,
V. Physical and Chemical Properties.
An understanding of the physical and chemical properties of refuse
as determined by experiments and observations made by certain men, will
furnish an aid. in deciding upon methods of disposal; and a few words con-
cerning this will be said. The divisions of refuse will be taken up sep-
aratively, and then collectively.
Ashes is the largest item which is met with in waste disposal work.
Domestic ashes range from 70 per cent in winter to 50 per cent of the re-
fuse in summer, for the temperate regions. In colder climates these per-
centages are higher, and. in warmer climates lower. In wealthy communities
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the ashes are greater in quantity and contain more unburn eel coal than
those of poorer communities. Th6 kind of coal used affects the ouantity
and quality of the ash. Anthracite coal leaves about 10 per cent ash, and
bituminous coal 5 to 6 per 3:ent of ash. The ashes from factories and big
buildings which are, for the most part, steam ashes, contain less un-
burned coal than domestic ashes. According to Morse the average amount
of gocd coal to be found in the discarded ashes of most ' American cities
may be placed at about 20 per cent. Fine ash, slate, clinker, coke, and
unburned coal are found in the refuse of a coal fire. The chemical con-
stituents are silica, oxide of iron, carbon, potash, alumina, lime, mag-
nesia, scda, carium rphcspfcorcus .in nhcsphstes, e rd sulphur in sulphates. The
following are three proximate analyses of ashes. The results for Milwau-
kee were obtained from experiments made preliminary to the installation
of an incinerator plant.
Table II. Analysis of Ashes.
i\'€Vt IGFjK ±j\j f Pitt sburg -. liwau&ee
i'i a t e r 7 15
True Ash 53 58 50
Carbon 16 25 25
Volatile Matter E 10 10
rbe conditions affecting obe production of garbage have been men-
tioned in the preceding article, and. will not be mentioned in this dis-
cussion.
Garbage consists of moisture, grease, animal and vegetable matter,
and rubbish. For the purposes of incineration the moisture should be re-
moved as far as possible. In experimental work conducted with the view
of establishing an incinerator at Milwaukee, it was found that in 100
I
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pounds of wet garbage, there were 78 pounds of water and 22 pounds of dry
matter. fchen the garbage was piled to a height of 24 inches, 9 1/3 per-
cent of the contained water drained off leaving 68 2/3 lb. of water.
Tables III. and IV. show the results of certain observations and
experiment s conducted, on the analysis of garbage. Table III shows the
composition by substance matter for places of widely different circumstan-
ces and conditions.
Table III. Analysis of Garbage.
Composition of Garbage in Per Cent.
Substance i 11 J. 1 dfl N. Bedford
\fa<sn vil 1 &,Fla.
Cleveland.
Oh i o
Eng-^
land
Moi sture 71 71 7&.o 78.0 83.4 69 60
Grease 3.4 A A^ • -
Solids 20 18.6 18.6 13*3 0/1 >*
"Waring, of New York, gives the results shown in- Table IV. These
results were taken from an- average of 3,0.00 tons of summer garbage from
several cities.
Table IV. Analysis cf Garbage.
Kc-i rfkf
_ 1 h
II u J. f; 1j u ± U #
M 1 So ur
e
/I 1,42C
Animal and Vegetable Solids 20 400
Grease Recoverable . 40
Non-Combustible Material / 140
Rubbish consists of all varieties :f refuse not listed among the
ether classes, k large part of rubbish is worth saving, and in disposal
plants, it is a common practice to sort out such serviceable material. In
this way, net only are saved such things as bottles, metals, rafs„ete*,
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for which indirect use iray be found, but often articles of particular val-
ue which have been lost or heedlessly thrown away, are recovered. The a-
mount of useful material in refuse varies from 25 to 50 per cent of the
total amOQDt of rubbish. The "trimming" cr"picking over process" is often
done by contractors who pay the municipality for the privilege. When rub-
bish is separated from the other classes of refuse, the work is not as dis-
agreeable and as unsanitary as it would be if the whole were mixed together,
However, care is necessary in handling discarded, bedding and clothes as
such may contain disease germs.
The part remaining after the useful articles have been separated,
is classified under two headings by Morse. These are, "dry refuse" or the
combustible portion, and "rubbish" or the remaining incombustible portion.
Paper comprises a large part of the "dry refuse" of all cities. In New
York City over 75 per cent of the "dry refuse" is paper. This is due to
the large output of the newspapers and the great amount of stationery used
in the offices*
For keeping the streets and parks free from the unsightly litter
of discarded paper, fruit skins, etc., most cities provide metal sidewalk
cans. These cans bear suggestive signs as "Help keep the city clean" and
"Place papers and rubbish here". This system has aided the street clean-
ing departments of cities, and helped to improve the looks of the streets.
Store and house sweepings, abraded material, and manure comprise
what is classed, as street sweepings. The manure furnishes a valuable fer-
tilizing element to this class of refuse. Table V gives some data on
street sweepings.
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Table V. Analysis of Street Sweepings.
New York Washington D.C. Berlin London
Moisture 35 39 ; 35 %
Ash 32 % 45 | 38 % OQ*0 JO
Organic Matter 31 % 23 % 36 %
'.
Nitrogen - lb.
per ton
-
8.8 S
Value per ton $1.00 $1.06 $1.50
Sweepings contain small amount of phosphoric acid and potash.
The larger dead animals are usually taken by private parties who
conduct rendering establishments. The removal oi these carcasses is paid
for by the owners -of the animals, cr by the town. Through various pro-
cesses, the carcasses are converted into many forms of commercial articles
cr substances. The smaller animals, as dogs, cats, and rats, are more of-
ten burned where incinerators exist. In other cases they are buried 'at
the dumping grounds. Dead animals are high in nitrogen and phosphates
which are valuable fertilizing Elements.
The fclcwing are the weights of refuse in pounds per cubic yard.
A shes 1,200 - 1,500
net Garbage 1,500 - i,7co
Dry
.
" 1, 100 - 1,300
Rubbish 130 225
Street Sweepings 800 - 1,400
These values were selected from the works of Venable, Morse, and.
Parsons, and are for average conditions.
Table VI. gives a chemical analysis of dry composite samples of re
fuse, which was given in a report made before the American Society of Ci-
vil Engineers in 1$07,
i
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Table VI. Analysis of Dry Refuse.
Constituents
Coal
and
Cinders
Garbage Rubbish
Percentage by weight of-
Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Silica
Iron Oxide and Alumina
UXUiXS
Other substances ( magnesia, phosphor-
ic acid, carbonic acid, lead, tin
and alkalies).
55- 77
0.75
0. 64
2.37
30.01
8.98
1. 21
.27
43.10
6.24
3.70
27.74
7.56
0.41
4 26
42. 39
5.96
3.41
33.52
6. 49
2.03
3.74
Table VII shows the average of proximate analyses of refuse made
at the new Milwaukee incinerator plant from V.ey 18 to June 1, 1910
Table VII. Analysis of Milwaukee Refuse.
. c i s o u c e o a.r cc n Volatile Matter
Garbage 70.6 4.1 17.6
Ashes 18.0 5.8 52.9
Rubbish 24.9 14.9 36.3 23.9
Manure *7
The composition of refuse varies during the year, and Flate II.
shows the variations according to classification and according to the com-
position of moisture, combustible, and ash (for general refuse). The con-
ditions for which these curves are cbcawn are those for the northern part
of the United States. For the southern portions, the garbage and ash
curves would show less variation throughout the different seasons. In Eng-
land the amount of moisture in garbage is much less than in the United
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States. The reasons for this may be' attributed 'to the smaller quantities
of succulent foods consumed by these people, and to the more economical
ways of living in Europe as compared with those in America.
The proximate analyses of refuse furnish ideas as to the percent-
age of calorific matter in refuse. This information is of particular val-
ue in connection with the installation of incinerator plants. Though, in
a way, a feature to be treated under "Incinerators" it dees not seem out
of place to consider the calorific properties under the present heading.
Table VIII. gives estimated calorific values of refuse separately
and in combined conditions.
Table VIII. Calorific Value of Refuse.
B. 1 . U. of Refuse having the Same Ca-
per lb. lorific Value as a Ton of Coal*.
Garbage - dry / ,500
"
- wet
Rubbish '
SCO
5,000-7,500
363
1,298° \
$02
[ 480
Ashes -combustible 12 , 0C0
"
-as collected s,occ 467
Street Sweepings 2,000
Eones and Offal, dry 8,000
Paper, straw, etc., dry
II N R wet 2,5CC
ry refus e only.
*A lb. of coal is assumed to have 11,000 E.T.U.
The eouivalent coal values as given are the results of laboratory
tests (by Morse) and the ratios calculated according to them.
Eased upon the accepted calorific values of refuse, Parsons he
s
made calculations as to what power may be expected, from the burning of
waste, and his results are combined in Table IX. The calorific value of
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cf the garbage was taken for the dry state, that is , $0% of the average
sarcple cf garbage as collected has a calorific value of 7,500 E.T.U. The
calorific value of the. ashes is taken according to the average as collected
and only three-fourths cf this will be considered burned. For rubbish and
street sweepings, the miniaraa calorific values for the sajjple as collected,
is used.
Tab le IX. orific Value c 1 jr.eiuse 1 or Boiler U
Class
Ccnd.it ion
of
Coll ect ion
Used
*» r>O C
Fuel
/.
Per Cent
Corcbus-
tible
Calorific
Value
E.T.U.
per lb.
c
E.T.U.
of com-
bustion
.
"
-
- 70% iroisture / , 900
• s a etz C LJ C k. 6458 25% combustible 48, 7% 3,000 1,095
Kubbi sh
Street Sweep-
7 33 1/5% sorted
cut
/. 1%
21.;
100/j
100%
5,000
2,000
5
:
.
'.
i : . 1 .
;
.
Less consented in boiler
Net E.T.I', available for
of refuse
power
? *s s *
957
1,434
Assuroi ng the t a pound cf coal evapcra tes nine pounds of ws ter end
is worth C3.CC a ton, Parsons placed the value of this refuse at $0.49 per
ton.
In a s imilai way, by eliisinat ing ashes frorr, the refuse, he found
that the available useful heat was 1,516 E.T.U. , or sufficient to evapo-
rate 1.57 lbs. of water free and at 212° F.
Cn the basis that a boiler horse power is produced, by the evapc-
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ration of 34.5 lbs. of water from end at 212° P. he further calculated
that for the first esse, 23-3 lbs. of refuse would represent one boiler-
horse power, ere for the second ease ( emitting the ashes) this would be
^Z.L IDS.
VI. Incineration.
History .- The ancients knew achat fire was the best possible means
of purif ieat ion, yet this means as applied to the destruction of municipal
waste is a comparatively recent one.
The first plent for burning refuse was built by Fryer in Manches-
ter, England, in 18/4. The design of the Fryer furnace showed the possi-
bilities of refuse disposal by fire, and other plants rapidly sprang into
existence.
Contrary to the general opinion that America is to the "fore" with
ell new things, their first atterr.pt at refuse cremation was not made until
1884, or not until ten years after the first one had been built in England
This was built by Lieutenant Feilly on Governor's Island, Kbw York Eerbcr,
vith the intention of cremating the daily output of garbage from the army
post, about five cubic yards. This furnace was followed by acre at other
army posts, end several municipalities were, quick to follow suit. Among
the first cities to burn their refuse were Allegheny City, Wheeling, end
Des Koines. Changes were scon made in the simple design offered, by Lieu-
tenant Feilly, and it was not long before many petents were issued on the
design end construction of crematories.
During the first years of the destruction of refuse by fire, the
work wes in charge of the local health officers cf the city, to whom the
t
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auesticr of sanitary removal and disposal of waste natnra*31y cam€ first.
They were forced tc act under pressure from the city council, and with lim-
ited Beans. This resulted in the construction cf crematories of many var-
ied designs, the merits cf which weice grossly exaggerated in newspaper ac-
counts which v,-ere written with a view of exploiting the work of the local
tc"
authorities. These designs were, submitted Aand. accepted by the health of-
ficers who were men usually lacking the professional training to consider
the best forms cf Crematory practice. The results were failures, losses of
ir.cr.ey, and the inevitable recourse cf placing the design and. construction
of such plants in the hands cf specialists, namely, competent engineers.
Under these conditions, the results have been much mere favorable than for-
merly.
From the beginning the English understood the proper significance
cf the question, and from the very first they placed the work in the hands
cf engineers and specialists. There have been very feu failures in Eng-
land compared with these in America. At present they are producing power
'and electric lighting from the heat produced by the burning cf refuse,
while this' system is but in its beginning in America.
Types.- The following classification for the purpose of burning
refuse hat been generally accepted. A crematory is a furnace for burning
and rubbish
garbage A mixed or not separated, but not ashes. An incinerator is a furnace
for burning rubbish, or light dry refuse cnly. A d.estructcr is the term
applied to the destruction cf all classes cf refuse together in an un-
scrtec condition. This is the common practice in England. It is diffi-
cult. tc distinguish between crematories and incinerators sc in describing
the following these i 1 3 1 be considered together and the destructors will be
described under a separate head. The crematcrs and incinerators are or-

dinerly lev. tenperature and the destructors high temperature furnaces.
Lev Tempersture Fnrjiaces. Lewis and Kitchen.- The patents for
these furnaces have been issued tc F.F.Smith, consulting engineer fcE the
fim of Lewis and Kitchen, Chicago, Illinois.
Figure 10 shcv.s a crematory which is well adapted to towns of 30-
CCO tc 4C,000 people. The garbage is dumped through side ports at the top
on to the primary garbage hearths, and there allowed tc dry cut. It is
then stoked through to the secondary hearth where the final combustion
takes place. The heat is generated in the two fire boxes (1 and 2), and
passes ever the clinkering grates and upwards around the ends of the upper-
grates, then down through the two openings in the primary hearth, passing
over fire box 4 to the chimney flue. The heat from firebox t is auxiliary.
The clinkering grates consist of bellow cast- iron bars as at "a" and l,b".
The interior walls consist of heavy sections of fire clay, the dimensions
corresponding to those of the cast iron shell in order to facilitate remo-
val for repairs.
Fig. 11 shows an exterior view of this furnace, and Pig. 12 en in-
stallation, at Fattiesburg, Miss. The garbage wagons ascend the inclined
roadway, discharge their contents, and descend by means of a roadway on the
opposite side. The total cost cf the above plant is placed at $12,500.
The capacity is 40 to oO tons daily.
Figs. 15 and 14 show another type of the Levis and Kitchen crema-
tories built for smaller capacities. Fig. l£> shews a section of an incin-
erator cf I'o tons capacity daily, and is one of the nest recent designs.
The cost is $12,500.
Decarie.- The Decarie Incinerator Company is located, at Hopkins,
Minnesota* Fig. 16 shows a water-jacketed steel type, consisting of a
==========================
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~ Patented by Fred P. Smith.
Refuse Incinerator at Hattiesburj;, Miss.
n? /o
View of Incinerator at Hattiesburjj, Miss. Capacity, 50 tons per day.
//
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main incinerating furnace, extension furnace, end gas consuming furnace.
The inclined pipes I form the upper grate and connect the crown C with the
water legs T. The garbage is damped through the. hoppers TH, and allowed
to rest on the bars V until dried by the fire on the lower grates L, when
as dry shriveled material it drops to the shaking grates L and is consumed.
The evaporating pan E catches the ncisture. The gases escape through 0,
pass through the stench wall 1, and deposit oust and light ashes into the
water pan W, pass through the auxiliary fires G, strike against the baffle
wall E, go through the steam spray B, then ever a second water pan r; 1
,
and
through the flue F into the chimney, escaping without offensive odor as a
whitish vapor.
Fig. 17 shews a combination brick and steel furnace of the Decarie
type. By means of the chute A, dry combustible material may be directly
deposited on the fires of the lower grate N. The iraterial is stoked from
the upper to the lower grates, numerous stoke 6'ccrs being urovided for
this purpose. Fig. 18 shows an exterior view of the Decarie furnace.
Pig. 19 shows a 120-tcr plant in the process of construction at Spo-
kane, Washington, built to replace a smaller plant in the back of the new
one. Fig. 20 shows a. Decarie plant at Saint Monica, California.
Thompson Crematory.- Figs. 21 and 22 shev. a. Thompson crematory. As
shewn, this is divided into four compartments. The garbage is fed on to
the upper grate from the charging fleer. Before this is dene, a small fire
must be started on the main grate and light combustible refuse may be used
for this purpose. The upper grate- consists of water tubes — these must
have v.ater circulating through them to prevent burning when the fire is
started. The garbage cries on the upper grate and falls (or is stoked) to
t
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the main grate where the hottest fire exists. The cinders and ashes fall-
ing through to the third compartment are reburned there effecting complete
combustion. The ash-pit is in the lover compartment. Bottles, cans, etc.,
may be removed from the refuse cr. the charging fleer. Three men may cper-
ate a 2C-$0 ton plant. The advantages claimed for this crematory are, (1)
low initial cost, (2) no auxiliary fuel necessary, (3) excellent draft by
placing chimney directly ever furnace, (-4) r.o objectionable odors, (5) no
continuous operation necessary, and (6) smell area required.
Dixon Crematories.- These crematories are divided into three com-
partments, the upper one (drying chamber) receives the charge of green gar-
bage from above, and has a series of trap doors with chain-operated covers,
connecting it with destruction chambers below. When partly burned in the
secondary chamber the garbage passes to the third, or lower evaporating
chamber, frcn whence the ashes are withdrawn.
The Cixcn Crematories have been widely used. Simplicity of design
is the main advantage claimed for these crematories. Figs. 22 and 24 show
sectional views cf Cixcn Crematories.
These crematories have appealed to the writer as the most practi-
cal and successful in operation. There have been innumerable .other types
which have been patented, but space limits the possibility of their dis-
cussion. The names cf scire cf these are i/crse-E'oulger
,
Municipal Engineer-
ing Co., and Fearce-La Ch.spelle.
Table 1 gives the cost cf the construction of crematories and in-
cinerators according to Lewis and Kitchen.
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Fi$. 23
50 Ton Crematory, Jacksonville, Fla. (Only half shown in Longitudinal Section)
Fig. 24
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Table X. Cost of Incinerators according tc Lewis and Kitchen.
Fcpu J. a t'i on
Capacity
in Tons
ier Four
Average
Cost of
Inciner-
ator
•
.Average
Cost of
Chimney
Average Cost
of "Buildings
Average Cost
for Fuel and
Labor.
1^*™^0» coc 1- 1 1/4 $4,00© $1,750 $2,000-4,000 40$ per ten
. -30, ©00 2- 2 1/4 5,500 2, 250 2,500-4,500 350 " »
35-40,000 2 1/2- 3 7,000 2,700 5,000-6,000 300 11
45-50, 00C 3 1/2- 4 8,500. 5,500 4,000-7,000 270 " "
55-60,000 4-4 1/4 9,000 5,800 4,500-^,500 250 " "
65-72,000 10,000 5,000-9,000 200 " "
High Temperature Furnaces, , These furnaces are the rrodern type cf
destructors in which artificial craft and great destroying capacity is pro-
vided. At present, the installation of the properly termed destructor
plants in the United States is confined to the cities of Milwaukee:, Wen
York, Buffalo, l.'cntgcmery, and Seattle, and in Canada, tc the cities of
Vancouver and T, estmount. In Great Britain and in other foreign countries,
the installation cf destructor plants has been quite common. The greatest
number of successful piants is tc be found in England where the number cf
installations runs up to several hundred. In connection with these plants
power is developed for driving small machines, and in the case of the large
plants, such power is used tc operate electric generators, gas works, and
for the pumping of sewage and for many municipal purposes. These features
will be discussed later.
There are two types cf destructors: (1) continuous grate furnaces
with a burning chamber common to sll grates, (2) cell destructors where
each cell is a burning chamber by itself. The first type consists cf cne

long chamber common tc ell the grates, but di.video belov, into separate ash
pits, and for each grate and ash pit there is a separate forced air supply.
The second consists of cells "which aEe usually constructed in pairs termed
units. The cells are isolated from each other but discharge into a common
combustion chamber. No cell can assist another except as the gases com-
mingling after leaving the cells. Boilers are placed, to one or more units.
Beenan Destructor, Milwaukee, Wis. The Eeenan or }/elorum destruc-
tor is of the first type. At present, the most up-to-date plant in Ameri-
ca is the one installed at Milwaukee in May 1910. Figs. 25 to 29 inclusive
are explanatory of the construction and operation of this plant.
Cranes gather the movable boxes from garbage carts and deliver the
contents to the hoppers. The free water is drained through gutters to a
seirer inlet. The charging chutes are filled with materiel which is graded
end mixed according to the condition of the fire. There are six chutes
for each furnace. The chute doors are controlled by a wheel mechanism
which can be operated by the firemen on the clinkering floor. The contents
are allowed to fall on the hearth. There are four furnace units, each con
sisting of a furnace chamber proper, water tube boiler, a heater, and a
forced, draft apparatus. Each furnace contains six grates or cells, divid-
ed 8L center into groups of three, by a common combustion chamber. At the
back of the furnace are the hot .air ducts (below) and the hot gas ducts
(above,). The gases meet in the large combustion chamber and encounter a
baffle wall where dust is deposited from them. The gases enter the boiler
passes, pass through the air heater tubes, and 'finally to the chimney. The
forced draft for combustion is driven by fans around the outside of the
air heater tubes through the hot air duct, from which it< passes through
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valves intc the ash pits, and 20 through the perforated grate bars to the
fire. Steam jets are used to induce the hot gases from the combustion
chamber bo pass through openings in the brick-work, into the refuse laying
on the back hearth, so furnishing a preliminary drying to the wet refuse.
The back hearth receives the fall of refuse frai the charging chutes where
it remains until needed by the fire. Each furnace contains a 2C0-E.P. wa-
ter-tube boiler. The air heaters are sufficient to preheat the blast to
350° P. The clinkers and. 'ash are caught through trap doors intc clinker
cars in the basement. A ventilation system is used to remove the close sir-
next to the furnaces. The fans furnishing the forced draft have a capaci-
ty of 10, COG cubic feet per minute under a pressure of five inches of wat-
er. The waste gases of combustion pass 'into a radial brick chimney of 154
feet in height, which has 'an internal diameter of 10 feet at the top and
is lined with fire brick to a height of 55 feet. Recording instruments
are used to keep track of the operations of the furnaces, and so maintain
maximum efficiency.
The total cost of the plant is ?s follows:
Foundations, framework, f urnaces, boilers and machinery $175,000
Building and appurtenances 20,000
Chimney 4,465
Extras, engineering and inspection 9,500
Tct£l $208,985
The capacity is iCO tons of mixed refuse per 24 hours.
Cell Destructors. There are many types of cell destructors. The
best known of .these are the Hcrsfall, Manlove, and Bearoan and. Eeas. The
largest cell destructor is at Hamburg, Germany, and is of the Eorsfall
type. The cells are placed in two ranks, arranged in a large furnace hall
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in three blocks of six each. An electric crane runs above each rank, which
lifts the garbage boxes from the wagons and carries then- to the ceil hop-
pers where the material is fed to the furnace at intervals of 1 1/2 hours
and the clinker and ash are removed at like intervals. There is one hop-
per to each pair of cells. The gases from the fire, as well as the fumes
and gaseous products from the refuse on the drying hearth, pass into a fire
brick arch over the fire into the second crematory chamber above the arch»
the walls of which are kept at a constant red heat. Here the remaining
combustible gases are ignited. The gases then pass through the main flue,
and to the stack. The dust is deposited in the cremator and. the main flue,
and is Eemoved at intervals. Two 16-E.P. centrifugal fans furnish a forced
draft. The air conduits lie on either side of the main flue, so partly
preheating the air. Two 40-E.P. dynamos which are driven by the steam gen-
erated, furnish current for electric lights about the plant, and for motors
to operate the cranes, blowers and clinker crusher crushers. It is estima-
ted that ICO K.P. is going to waste.
Eabcock and lilson and Lanchashire boilers have found considerable
favor in power installation.
Figs.^C to 32 are designs of cell destructors presented by Lewis
and Kitchen. These plants are equipped with mechanical feeding devices, an
improvement over the English handf ceding system
Failures of Crematories. In the past, about fifty per cent of the
crematory installations in America have failed. The elements causing fail-
ures may be classified as follows:
1. Design, construction, and operation by persons net fitted for the
work.
2. Few offical reports on the operation of plants.
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3. Lack of knowledge of the value of refuse as a fuel.
4. Faulty design.
1. Design, Construction, and Operation by Persons not fitted for
the (York. The fact that the health officers of the cities are men not na-
turally equipped with the professional knowledge of good furnace practice,
has already been alluded to. In this way untried installations, designed
by' local parties without substantial experience or ability in this line of
work, were accepted. Ignorance as tc the nature of the existing condi-
tions caused contracts tc be made in gccd faith for unsuitable installa-
tions. This much is in justice to the municipal authorities, but there is
also the element of graft. The ways in which this may be practiced are
various and subtle, and the word is suggestive of the possibilities along
this line. These conditions have caused, poor design, heavy first cost,
and poor operation.
The cost of operation depends upon the placing of good material in-
i
to the plant in thE first place, the care of such material, and the selec-
tion of competent labor. Though mentioned last, the labor item is very,
important. The behavior of the refuse is different from that of coal. A
few important things to be considered, are the proper feeding of the refuse
to the fire in order to obtain the most perfect combustion, the prevention
of injury to the furnace parts, (as the fire brick and grate .bars), and the
best possible elimination of foul odors.
2. Pen Official Reports on Operation of Flants. This has been one
of the causes of failure in the past, but ought not to be in the future.
Vihen the question of refuse disposal came tc be realized, as one of engi-
neering, tests were made at many of the new installations. Reports were
made of the analyses of refuse, and the amounts from various localities,
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which DOl furnish a reedy reference tc those interested.
3. Lack of Knowledge of the Value of Refuse as a Fuel. It has been
common in the past to construct furnaces for the burning of refuse, pat-
terned after those designed for certain kinds of raw material. Failures
tc burn the refuse, completely, the production of foul odors, and general e-
vils have resulted. The improper stoking of refuse owing tc an erroneous
conception as to its combustible nature, is ©nether source of trouble. The
following is a quotation from Professor Thurston's article on wet fuels.
J
"The mass should be surrounded completely with highly heated, sur-
faces in order that the material may be rapidly dried, and the apparatus
should be so arranged that the rapidity of combustion equals, but never e>:-
i ceeds the rapidity of dessieation. Yihen the rapidity of combustion is ex-
ceeded, the dry portion is rapidly consumed leaving an uncovered mass of
wet fuel which refuses to burn'.'
Illustrative of the above is the burning of large volumes of dry
rubbish with an excessive amount of cold air draft, by which the heat ra-
pidly escapes to the chimney, leaving a wet mass of garbage on the grates.
To provide for efficient stoking, and for the prevention of the escape of
foul gases, the arrangement should provide for the complete combustion of
the gases, or for the formation of CO2, which requires a temperature of
I5CO F. For this purpose, smoke and gas consuming apparatus are provided
in the best practice (See Decarie Incinerator, Fig. 16).
4. Faulty Design. The following are a few of the things in fur-
nace construction which are tc be taken into consideration.
(a) Burning from top down. The top material is burned, and blan-
kets the remaining material.
(b) Quality of fire brick. Fire brick should consist of from 60
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to 70 per cent of silica, and 30 to 40 per cent cf alumina. A small amount
of iron is harmless, but potash and sod?, act as a flux end tend to cause
slag compounds to adhere to the fire brick.
(c) 'Ice intense heating cf the fire brick arch. This subjects the
arch to an intense heat from below and cold air from above.
(d) Use cf fire clay grate bars. These are costly and break easi-
ly.
(e) Use cf cast iron where the temperatures are greater than the
cast iron will beer.
(f) Failure tc allow for expansion cf fire brick and. other heated
parts. Cther things tc be considered are the relations cf the size of
chimney tc the size cf grate, to the air admitted, and the drying area re-
quired. An example of poor incineration was that of a plant installed at
Bridgeport, Conn., in 1&99. The furnace consisted cf three combustion
chambers, one above the other. The garbage was supported on the top cham-
ber by means of an arch heated, from, below. Ey means of metal bells cover-
ing dumphcles, the garbage was discharged into the second chamber. Eere
it was supported on fire clay grate bars and heat applied tc it from a coal
fire at one end. The heat passed over it on the way to the stack. The re-
maining unburned material was hand stoked from the second, chamber to the
lowest which was also heated by a ccal fire. The effect cf the system was
that the fire brick arch forming the floor cf the top chamber was intense-
ly heated from below and irregularly cooled from above. This shorter.-::",
the life of the brick, and necessitated the placing cf new brick at fre-
quent intervals. Another fault was the use of fire clay grate bars, and a
a third fault was the burning from the top down. The original cost of the
plant was $15,000, and. the cost cf repairs tc the plant was $500 annually.
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The expense for labor, fuel, and repairs amounted to $1.17 per ton. The
plant v?as replaced by a reduction system, since discontinued.
The Eelancey Slip incinerator of New Yofcfc City originally furnish-
ed light to a part of the t.illiamsburg bridge. At first a current of 2^0
amperes at 200 volts was supplied, and. this was increased to 600 amperes
st same voltage. The extra demands upon the furnace caused the melting of
the fire-brick in the flue leading to the boilers. The flue was too small,
and it filled with ashes and melted fire-brick finally causing the top of
the flue to cave in. The plant was compelled to discontinue lighting the'
bridge. The Eelancey plant burned only light refuse, and burned no gar-
bage or ashes. These facts have been used as illustration that an incin-
erator cannot be operated successfully in connection with the development.
Hany instances of failures of various kinds could be given, but
space limits their description. The measure of success of plants may be
taken to some extent according to their operating costs. The quality of
refuse, location, climate, and price of labor are elements affecting the
costs and must be considered along with this statement. Table XI gives
some data upon operating costs.
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Table XI. Operating Costs.
Type and Operating Quality Remarks.
City
'
r* F l " t ' n r r r <- i- OI
iv utitl uCDOr
U cl l» OlJ
or n e l u s e •
Refu se.
Atlantic City Smith-Siemens C "1 / c Discontinued 1903
Bridgeport, Dixon-Cld type C 1.17 Wet 11 1904
Ccnn.
Borough of 2.88
E 3 ehn ond
Lancaster, Pa. Cavis C 2. 1C
Trenton Davis C 0.62
Minneapolis Decarie C 0.29 In operation
Muncie, Ind. Decarie C 0.20 In operation
At 1 ant a Decari ^ C
-
-
- ^ •- — -- -
. o 16
Suminer
in opeis/ticn
"cr.treal Thackeray D 0.48
Westmount Meldrum D 0.30 In operation
Ey-products. The by-products consist of the materials separated
before destruction, and the ashes and cinders remaining after combustion
has taken place. The recoverable articles are tin cans, bottles, metals,
rags and paper.
Tin Cans. The metal in tin cans consists of about 1 to 3 per cent
tin, and 97 to 99 per cent iron, v?ith small ouantities of solder. Many
experiments have been tried as to the recovery of scrap tin, but the pro-
blem has presented many difficulties. In one of the most improved proces-
ses it is accomplished, by the union of tin vdth chlorine, a chemical me-
thod invented by Dr. Kans Goldschmidt who has built plants in Germany and
America. The American plant is at Cart eret, K. J. , end has a capacity of
3C, 000. tons of scrap tin per annum. The solder from cans may be recovered
by highly heating a mass of compressed scrap tin, and providing a means of
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catching the melted solder as it flows off. The iron may be used for ma-
ny purposes. .According to Vorse,tin scraps delivered, brings about S5.00
per net ton. The tin cans of Far is are shipped to Germany for the making
of toys.
Bottles. Unbroken bottles may be cleaned and reused for cheap
oils and food products. These bring about 4«fi a dozen. Broken glass is
worth $'4. CO per ton.
Rags. The tern: rags is used to include discarded bits of cloth or
real rags, bedding, bagging, carpets, and twine. The rags sell for about
0.5£ a pound with varying, prices for the remaining material of from $0.30
to $0.75 per ICC pounds.
Paper. Paper stock brings from $0.25 to $0.SC per ICC pounds. Pa-
per,to be of vslue, must be unmixed with other refuse.
In general, the best results are obtained by a separation of the
marketable portions of the refuse before collection, and this condition is
dependent upon the extent to which the burden of previous separation may
be placed upon the householder.
Petals. Iron, zinc, bress, alumina, and other metals bear market-
able value.
Residuals.' The . residuals of lev; temperature furnaces consist of
the ashes from the garbage and combustible refuse, and the unburned bits
of rubbish ss crockery, glass, etc. In high temperature furnaces, the
;rass of incombustible material becomes amalgamated into a hard clinker and.
a fine flue dust settles on the linings of the furnace.
• The ashes from the lov; temperature furnaces may be screened from
the other materials and used as fertilizer. The chemical composition
shows a large amount of calcium phosphate, with small amounts of magnesium
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phosphate and calciuir carbonate. No nitrates are found, but large amounts
of calcium oxide (lime) are present. Results have shown that garbage ash
is successful as a fertilizer.
The clinker from high temperature furnaces has found many uses in
England. The more important of these will be described. Clinker consists
of 40 to 5C per cent silica, 7 to 15 per cent lime, and compounds of iron,
magnesia, and other metals.
The following paragraphs describe the rr.ost important uses of clin-
ker:
(a) Filter beds. The value of destructor clinker for filter beds
in sev;age disposal works has been clearly established from a standpoint of
efficiency and money. The life of clinker is much longer than that of
coke Ci cinders.
(b) Brick and slab making. The ground, clinker is mixed with cement
and. water for making bricks and slabs. At Fulham, England, after grinding,
the material passes through a magnetic separator where embedded metals as
nails, wire, etc., are first removed, after which the cement and water is
incorporated with it. For bricks, the cement is used in the proportion
of 9 to 1, end for slabs 3 to 1. The cost for manufacture for bricks is
£1 per 1,000, end for slabs 2sh. 84.(650) a piece. The size of slabs is
three feet by two feet by three inches.
(c) Clinker concrete. The clinker is broken and mixed with cement
or a cement mortar to make concrete in proportions cf 3 to 1. Paving
flags, kerbs, and walls are made from this material. Recently, a material
capable cf withstanding great abrasion has been made by incorporating gra-
nite chippings in the concrete. This material has been considerably used
for paving purposes.
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(d) Use of ground clinker in place of send. Ground clinker is
used for the cushion bed of street pavements, for plastering, and for other-
purposes where sand has been used. It has been found to be more effective
for sending rails then sand,
(e) Mortar. The mixture of ground clinker with lime forms a
strong mortar.
(f) Flue-dust. This is the fine ash which collects or. the flue
and furnace linings. This possesses disinfecting properties. For this
purpose it is mixed with carbolic acid, 30 gallons of acid to one ton of
dust.
Product ion of Fewer f rom Destruction of Refuse. The first consid-
eration in refuse disposal is the sanitary and economical disposal of the
refuse. The production of power should be a secondary one. If the condi-
tions of the first, are efficiently complied with, then the second will be
a natural development. In some cases there has been a tendency to slight
the first consideration for the second. In this case the main object, the
sanitary disposal of refuse, is being lest track of, and a return to the
original conditions is being made. In all works for refuse disposal the
above standard: should be fundamental in all designs.
In England the power from destructors is employed for electric
lighting, electric railways, sewage pumping, clinker 'crushing, and. various
purposes.
At electric lighting and power stations, the demand f or . lighting
purposes occurs usually for a short period in the evening, and then the
required output is much higher than the working load. In order nor to rush
the fires and cause incomplete combustion of the Eefuse, supplementary
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coal-fired boilers are installed in connection with the destructor plants.
This combination, whereby the full output of the plant is utilized, has
been found very satisfactory. Westmount, Canada, a suburb of Montreal,
population 15,000, is successfully operating a combined electric lighting
and destructor plant. The date shown in Table >>II are the results c '
tests conducted at the plant, and furnish useful suggestions to suburban
coo:unities who nay be interested along these lines. The net operating
costs for 1907 were $0.30 per ten of refuse.
The lead required for electric railways is probably more uniform
than that recuired for 'lighting. M Preston, England, thirty cars are in
operation for seventeen hours daily. The power furnished averages about
60 Board of Srade units per ton of refuse destroyed. A Board of Trade u-
nit is approximately equivalent to C.64 kilowatt.
According to a report by J . T. Fetherstcn, the Quantities to be
pumped at sewage pumping stations are usually insufficient to keep the de-
structor in continuous operation. His conclusion was that the power re-
quired for pumping water was more uniform and more equal to the capacities
of the destructors than that required for other purposes.
Other uses for power are for "work purposes", that is, for clinker
crushers, brick and. slab making machinery, for lighting and heating de-
structor depots, corporation yards, and. public institutions as hospitals,
asylums, baths and libraries.
Table XIII shows some data on power production in connection with
refuse destructors in England.
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The statistics of forty plants from which the above data was taken
is as follows:
Use of Power, No. of Plants.
Electric lighting and power stations 16
Sewage pumping 7
Works purposes 14
Water pimping 1
Ko power developed 2
VII. Reduction.
History . The reduction of garbage for the purpose of recovering
the fats and greases, was first attempted in Vienna in the early eighties.
After a few yearsr the attempt was abandoned on account of the nuisances
created by the establi shirent
.
Other plants followed in Eritish end Eurc:-
pean cities, but without success. At present there are no reduction sys-
tems in Europe:,, and a general prejudice against them exists among the Eu-r
rcuear s.
The first ulart in the United States was built at Buffalo in 1886,
and was of the type criminally built in Vienna* The >/erz system; as this
was called, consisted of first separating the. bones:,, metals, rags, glass,
etc., before commencing the urceess, then dried in large steam jacketed
cylinders provided with stirring arms. After this treatment it was nut in*
tc steel tanks cr extractors and flooded with naphtha, which dissolved the
grease from the material, and carried it off to a still where the naohtha
was distilled to be used again. This plant was constructed by private
carties with the icea of making it self paying, but it Droved a failure
II
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tc the extent of£l£;C£0 loss by 1893, after which it was conducted under
8 guarantee of $20, CCD a year from the city. In 19 CO the plant burned.
This was sufficient tc demonstrate that a riant could not be ouerated at
a profit, but irust reouire a subsidy froir the city to the contractors in
order to become a successful financial venture for the latter. This plan
has been followed where contractors have undertaken the work J As the me-
thcds of reduction have undergone considerable improvement since the
first attempts, the costs have been greatly reduced, and the tendency at
present is for municipalities tc assure control. However, this phase of
the situation will be discussed later.
In 1£££, I er? plants were installed at Chicago; Vilwaultee; and
Ees tfoiwes; Improvement s in the f/erz process were made in 1903, when a
second plant v;as installed at Euffalc, which is s«ftill in use. Other J.'erz
systems of the original type were installed in St. Paul and Denver in 18£9.
The StsPaul plant was destroyed by fire. Other plants of the same type
were built in Faterscr., St. Louis, and Columbus^ but these installations
are no longer in existence. At present; St.lcuis and Columbus have mo-
dern plants in rucce-ssful operation*
The Simcnin process was first installed in Providence in 18%', but
was discontinued in 1893 on account of it proving a nuisance. This pro-
cet: differs but slightly from the }/erz, that is, the naphtha is admitted
first, -nd the garbage afterv.ard dried.. Other plants were installed at
New Orleans and Cincinnati but have since been discontinued.
The Arnold systeir consists of cocking cr rendering the garbage in
stearr digesters, highly compressing the mass, and collecting the Iiouids
in settling tanks vhere the grease arises to the top and is removed. This
system was first used in Ecstcn in 1695, and was located in the heart of
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the city where it proved a nuisance and was discontinued. Another plant
of improved type was built in 189£ in a less settled locality; but coe-
ulc-irts compelled the shutting down cf this riant, and in 19CC a Dlant
was built on an island in Boston Bay. Arnold plants are in operation in
Nei York, Columbus:,, and St. Louis.
The £b:ve descriptions have suggested the causes for failures of
reduction plants. These might be very briefly mentioned here. They are:
(a) That the infl site able nature of naphtha has caused many plants to be
destroyed by fire; (b) thst the odors are not so easily destrcyEd in a
reduction Dlant as in a destructor or an incinerator, and sites have been
chosen for the former based upon the conditions essential for the latter
which has resulted in the compelled rbandonment or change of locality for
the reduction plant on account of the nuisances created; (c) that over-
confidence that a reduction riant can be operated on a profitable basis
by leans cf the by-products obtained, has led to failures in the past; arc
(d) many of the reasons for failure applying to incinerator and destruc-
tor nlants apply with ecual force to reduction plants.
Types of Reduction Flants. There are three general types into
Tfhich the reduction processes may be divided. These are briefly:: (1)
Naphtha or solvent process; (2) Steam digestion and compression process;
and (3) Combination of the above processes.
Below are the descriptions which show the differences between the
types:
(1) . J aphtha, or solvent.
(a) J'er?. frying and naphtha percolation in separate tanks,
(b) Sirronin. fcaohtha percolation without drying.
(2) generating.
(a) Arnold. Digestion by direct anplication cf stearr, Li-
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ouids pressed out. Tankage dried and screened..
(b) American
.
Reduction Cc Draining of licuids. Digestion
by admission of steam at bcttcir of digesters- Liouids pressed
out. Tankage dried and screened.
(c) Viiselogel.. Horizontal steam ' jacketed digesters con-
taining powerful cross-armed stirrers. Collection of water and
grease in bottom of machines. Draining off of grease in cQoling
tank. Drying of tankage by rotary presses. Condensation of ga-
ses and vapors removed in drying.
(d) Kolthausi. Digestion by steam with 3C per cent of water
added to raw garbage. Licuids pressed out and grease skimmed off.
Tankage dried and screened. '
.(e) Chamberlain. Cigestors with concentric circular eylin*-
iers with double walls closed on top but open at bottom, with
cerfcrated sices. After c corking for six or eight hours steam at
high nresseure forced in from above and from below driving out
liauids carrying the grease.
(3). Combination of the first two Processes.
(a) Edson. Digestion by Steam. Drawing off of free liouids
at bottom of digesters. Drying of remaining tankage in driers]
and naphtha.
The three Bain examples of each class may be taken as the J/er?,
.Arnold,, and Edson, and three existing slants will be described.
Ver? --Ghic?gc . At present, this plant could not be strictly be
called a l.'erz nlant on account of the changes which have been made in its
ecuipment" since the establishment of the plant.
The plant of the Chicago Reduction Company is located about five
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miles to the southwest cf the center cf the city en a fork of the south
branch cf the Chicago River, garbage is brought to the plant by barges on
the river and by wagon. The garbage is collected in metal boxes which are
lifted froir the barges or from the wagons by a crane en the river side of
the plant. £fter being emptied the boxes are sterilized in a tank of hot
water heated by exhaust steam, which also serves to thaw frozen garbage
during the winter. The iraterial is fed into a hopper which charges a con-
veyor at the entrance to the green garbage building. The conveyer carries
the iraterial tc the seccne floor cf the building, where tins, glassware,
etc., are separated, after which it enters a crusher. It comes froir the
crusher in a finely divided condition,, and is carried by a disc conveyor
tc the too of the drier building, frorr where it is charged into the criers
below and dried for 2 or 3 hours. The driers consist of slightly inclined
cylinders 7C feet long and 6 feet in diameter. i\ngle irons are attached
tc the inner shell of the driers which enmesh the garbage and v.ork it to-
ward the lower end. £n intense heat is supplied from the usper end by
means of burning crude oil jets. Before the garbage is conveyed tc the
naphtha building it is subjected to an indirect steam drying* The perep:-
latcrs in use are 16 feet high and 8 feet in diameter. Benzol is used as
a solvent. This dissolves the greases froir the tankage and carries it to
tanks where the benzol is distilled off and reused. In order to recover
the solvent regaining in the tankage, steam is forced through the tanks
for about 12 hours. This carries away most of the remaining benzol which'
is recovered by distillation. The remaining tankage is conveyed tc the
irill and ground tc a brewn ucwder, which is shipped to certain packers whp
use it as a base in compounding fertilizers. The grease is used for mak-
ing cl eap oans and lubrieants. The city pays $47,50C to the contracting
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company per year under a franchise expiring in 1911r whereby the city re-
ceives the right to purchase the plant. The plant handles 50C tons of
garbage per day.
ArncI ci—Cclumbus, Chic. This plant was designed to reduce £0 tons
in 12 hours, or 16C tens running continuously, and is large enough to care
for the growth cf the city fcr the next twenty years. The garbage is col-
lected in carts with sectional canvas covers and is dumped at a loading
station into the freight cars (see Fig;7). It is removed to the plant
which is four miles south cf the city on the Scioto River. The garbage is
weighed first and then run intc the green garbage building where it is
duirped and the free liouids allowed tc run off. These liouids are carried
by gutters tc grease separating tanks and evaporated. The jraterial is
next carried by Jeffrey scraper conveyors tc the top cf the main building
and over the top of the digestors where it is discharged by means of swi-
vel spouts into the digestors. Ihere are eight of these, each ? feet in
diameter and 14 feet long, with capacities of from 10 tc 12 tons of gar*
bage. The inside lining consists of cement and tile tc prevent corrosion
due tc the action cf acids cn the Fetal. Four digestors, one receiving
hoccer; and a roller press are called one unit. The time recuired in
cocking varies with the kind cf garbage, but averages about six hours with
steair at from, 60 tc 7C pounds pressure. The steam is admitted at the bot-
tom through the outlets. The presses are cf the continuous roller type:r
and are directly connected tc the bottom, of the receiving hepper sc that
the material nasses through the press before being exposed. Each press
censists cf an upper and lower convening apron composed cf steel slats.
The upper apron acts as the bottoir cf the receiving hopper, and when the
press is running, it carries the material through feeding rolls and dis:-
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charges it on the lower apron. The slats of the lower apron are perfora-
ted. This anron casses between east iron rolls. The compressed Garbage
is dischargee at the front of the cress into a scraper conveyor which car:-
ries the iraterial to the second f 1 cor of the drying department. The water
and Urease flow froir. the presses toa catch basin in the grease separating
rcoiT where the grease is drawn off and rjuirned into storage tanks. The li-
enor from the presses carries consii<erabIe suspended matter, and after the
grease has been taken off, the tank water is treated in triple effect eva-
porators which are round bodied cast iron pens. The concentrated syrun is
pumped iEto a storage tark. The regaining tankage passes from the presses
to the dryer rccir, where it is fed in at ore end of a revolving cylindri-
cal dryer. The dry iraterial issuing froir the dryer is placed in vacuum or
mixing dryers and concentrated syrup froir the evaporator is added. The
dry fibrous iraterial sets as a filler and enables the moisture in the sy-r
run to be driven off. The addition of the syrup Droduces a high grade of
tankage for fertilizer purposes. The iraterial is finally taken by a buck-
et conveyor to the third floor, and is stored for shinment. The tankage
contains a high per cent of ammonia due to the addition of the syrun. The
ancearance of the mass is granular and black. The value is placed froir
510.CC to 8IC.9C oer ton according to the content of ammonia!
The following is the cost of the nlant:
Grading and levee $21, JCCC
Buildings
Garbage machinery
Power and conveying machinery
Railway tracks
76,000
eo,ooc
30,000
3,000
Total uec,ccc
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After seven months cf operation,, the plant has more than iret ex?-
cectaticns, as returns from the sale of by-products have more than paid
fc.r the cost of disposal.
fcdscn—
-
Cleveland
,
CHo. The garbage is taken by city radons to a
loading station located near the center cf the city. Here, it is dumped,
into special steel ears and conveyed t<D the reduction plant nine miles
from the city.. The material is delivered to the digestors and steam ad-
mitted froir the battoa aft 70 pounds pressure. Rheto the cooking is com>-
"1 ; ted the steam is shut off from the bottom and admitted froir; the top, so
driving off the free liouids -which are piped to settling tanks. Next, the
tankage is conveyed from the digestors to steal jacketed dryers. The dry-
crc are about 14 feet long and 5 feet in diameter, and shafts with afcf
t ached paddles run througfe their centers. These rotate, so lifting the
material, breaking it up, and permitting seme cf the moisture tc evapo-
rate. The material is next dropped through two manholes into another con-
veyor, and taken to a combination steam and hot air rotary dryer consi str-
ing of a cylinder 30 feet long and o feet in diameter, with a 2 inch annu-
lar space between the inner and the outer shells for the admission of
stea3> and a 14 inch steam pice running through the center. Flights are
attached to the sides of the inner shell which lift the material as the
dryer rotates. The dryer is set on a grade of one-fourth inch per foot.
The process of feeding and drying is continuous, k blower at the lower
end of the dryer heats the air tc 23£° F1 . The material is next conveyed
tc the percolator building, where it is fed tc the percolator tanks which
are S feet high and 6 feet in diameter.. After filling and sealing,, naph-
tha is Dumped in at the top, which percolates through the material and
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out at the bottom carrying Urease with it. The naphtha is vaporized and
reused. Steam is admitted to the percolators to remove any regaining
nachtha, and is condenser. As the recovery of as much naphtha from the
tankage as is possible is a saving of expense, the stea7B is admitted very
throughly, from the top first, then from the middle;, and finally from the
bottom. The loss of naphtha is sbout one sullen per ton of dry tankage.
The reduction tflant has been municipally controlled since 1907.
During 1907, 37,606 tons of garbage were collected. The cost of col lec-
tion and reduction was $193,365.76 and the gross income from products was
$136,985.60 T eavin£ $56,360 as operating expenses. Eefore 1^.06, the
plant was controlled by a private party undera contract to receive $69',
400 from the city annually. At the present time, the plant is showing an
actual profit* which is placed at $3«<46 per net ton. Evidently the re-
sults from the Columbus and Cleveland plants strongly indicate the p-ossi^-
bilities of the reduction system. Unfortunately no actual statistics
from the Columbus plant are at present available.
Figures 33 to 40 inclusive are views of the Cleveland plant show-
ing the building and some of the garbage machinery.
Statistics of Plants. In the following paragraphs are given some
statistics concerning several existing plants, for which data has been a-
vailable.
The largest reduction plant in the world is on Barren Island in
New York Harbor. The Arnold-Edgerton process (Slightly different from
the Arnold) is in use. This plant handles the garbage from all the bo-
roughs of Kew York, and has a capacity of 3,000 tons daily. The contracts
ors, the Few York Utilization Company, receive about $£00,0C0 a year from
the city, undera contract due to expire in 1912. The company realized a
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PECK FILTER OR STRAINER—(Patented)
The above filter or strainer is built entirely of cast iron.
The upright part consists of a center core to which is fas-
tened perforated plates in such a manner as to have a hollow
space between same. When in use in the digester, the base
is placed flush with the bottom of the doors of the digester
shown on page 24 and the filter proper sets in the center of
the digester on this base. The garbage is filled in from the
top and entirely covers the filter. The hollow space however
admits of the steam entering up into the tank of garbage, and
by this means will cook the entire product in about three
hours less time than can be done without the filter. This
saving of time adds largely to the capacity of the digester.
When the material is thoroughly cooked the steam is turned
on from the top and a large percentage of the water is pressed
out by this means, leaving the tankage in nice shape for the
dryers.
/vy. 37
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With cast iron supporting bases.
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gross profit of $561,660, out of which $$69,216 was the amount realized
solely from the sole of by-products. Curing the year, $28,646 tons were
handled. The city .pays for collecting end delivering the garbage. The
total receipts by the company for the year 1908 were:
Grease (5? of total garbage) 9,859 tons at $60. CO $591,546 .
Tankage (20% of total garbage) 65,729 tons at $5.00 $28,646
Cash from street cleaning department 192,444
Total receipts $l r 112 r 6$C
The city of St. Louis pays a contracting company 27 cents a ton,
or about $1$,50C a year to dispose of its garbage by reduction. The Edson
.process, v?ith a few changes, is in use. The company derives a revenue
from the sale of tankage and grease of about $100,000 a year. For grease
42 a uound is obtained, and for tankage $'4..00 a ton.
The Genessee Reduction Company of Rochest er r N. Y. receives $60,000
a year from the city for disposing of the garbage. The plant was esta-
blished in 1907, and a contract made with the city for five years. The
capacity of the plant is 1.00 tens oer day and the cost was frl$0,00C.
Yincennes r Indiana, oonulation 15 r CC0, is probably the smallest ci--
ty in the United States making use of reduction. 'The Wiselcgel orocess .is
used, and the capacity of the ulsnt is $0 tons per- cay. Under the con-
tract, the city oays £800 a year for the first four years, |1,C0C a year
for the second four years, and $1,200 a year for the last two years, of a
ten year contract. The present plant T?as built in 1908 to replace one of
the same system destroyed by fire earlier in the same year. At this junc-
ture, a few words might be said about the ttiselogel method of reduction.
The principal steps of this oroeess heve been outlined on page 60,
by which it is seen that it is very similar to that of the Arnold. Jt
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might be added that the treatment of the garbage occurs in closed vessels,
snd the material is not released until the completion of the extraction of
the Urease and oil. This systenr which was practically introduced ai Vin-
cennes in 19C2-, brings the process within reach of smaller cities, and by
means of it, it has been found possible tc treat garbage in ouantities cf
5 to 25 tons- The United States Construction and Utilization Company of
Rochester, are handling these Plants at present..
E\; T-nrcducts. The values of bottles; tin cans,, etc., as separated
previous tc the disposal process, have already been discussed. The main
object of the reduction process is the separation cf the grease from the
tankage and the sale of each. At present, grease brings about 3 to 4 cent::
per pound; and there are about 6C sounds per ton of garbage. The grease
is used in the manufacture cf soap, candles, and lubricants. There are a-
bout 400 pounds of tankage to a ton of garbage which brings from $6..QC tc
&8.QC per net ton. Usually this is reduced tc a brown powder after the
crying, grinding; and screening processes. It is used, as s base for fer-
tilizer. Analysis of tankage shows it tc contain large amounts cf phos-
phates and small Quantities of potash and ammonia. Attempts have been
made for the recovery cf the ammonia, but so far these have not bee suc-
cessful.
VIII. Economics.
There are three methods of refuse disposal to be considered from
an economical standpoint. These are, cremation or incineration;, destruc-
tion, and reduction. These will be reviewed separately first, and then
collectively.
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The disposal by cremation and incineration as explained in the
preceding articles, excludes the association with this means, of the oro-?
auction of by-oraducts and obtaining a revenue thereby. This makes it ev-
ident that such olants can never be operated at a profit by municipalities,
Fowever, the first costs of such slants are low in comparison with those
of destructors and reduction systems, and the net operating expenses some:-
wbat higher. The approximate cost of incineration in the United States,
according to L'orse, is 50 cents per ton, (cost of collection not included)
and, in the nrajcrity of eases, the cost has been greater than this. Cn
the ether hand, there are several plants which claim to be running at a
surprisingly low figure. One of these is a 200-ton per day Decarie plant
at Atlanta,. Ga~ r which according to Bayles, f/et. Eng T r., oceratec one year
f er an average of 16 cents oer ton. This is very lew and it seems doubt-i-
ful to the writer as to whether cr not this includes all the items ordir-
narily charged to operating costs. According to the reports of twenty
crematories of the Dixon type, the lowest operating cost is 21 cents oer
ton for a lOCr-ton per day plant at Memphis, Tern., and the highest 55
cents for a 40-ton per day plant at Fort layBe; Indiana, the average of
the twenty reports being about 40 cents per ton. In general, the more e-
conomical results are to be exoeeted from the plants which are used to
I
their full c ao acities.
The first cost of a destructor plant is necessarily high on ac-
ecunt of the extra provisions for grate area, boilers, forced draft, etc.
No coal is necessary or should be necessary, en account of the high tem-
peratures provided, and the complete combustion thereby obtained. In this
way there is a saving in the operation cf a destructor Plant over that for
an incinerator. On the other hand, the complicated .construction of the
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destructor .plants necessitates irore labor:,, supervision, end repairs than
is reouired for incineration. It is evident, that in order for the for-
mer to operate iTcre economically than the latter, advantageous utiliza-
tion of the developed power and the residuals must be made. Under these
circumstances it may be possible for destruction to prove its efficiency
greater than that of incineration. So far, the power and the residuals
from the largest destructors in the United States have not been utilized
and present conclusions as to its advantages and disadvantages must be
drawn largely from results in Great Britain.. The elaborately designed
plant at ftest New Brighton, N.Y* , built in 19'DS, is an example of an exoer-r-
iirent conducted by Americans along this line. At present,, the cost of op-
eration of this olant is SL.28 per ton, but this cannot be used as a basis
for eciLDarative purposes until the power and residuals are made use of. It
is purposed to do this after the plant has been running several years* The
Milwaukee plant, built in 1910 by the Power Specialty Company of New York,,
and designed by Eering and Fuller, consulting engineers, has operated at a
cost of 92 cents per ton. It is probable that this cost will be reduced
as the plant continues in service,, due to the employees becoming more ef-
ficient in the discharge of their duties- At present,, a fan engine and
feed pump are run by the steam from the l/ilwaukee plant; According to a
test, 219 pounds of steam from, and at 212° F are used in this manner, and
on the same basis, if oft the total amount of steam supplied and now going
tc waste, which is 2,680 pounds, a value of 4 cents per pound be placed,
tfce net crcfit per ten of refuse burned will be 66.5 cents;
The cost of destruction in Great Britain; which does not allow for
the returns from utilization, average about $1„Q0 uer ton. As the Ameri-
can rate of wages is much higher than the Eritish rate,, this will amount
\
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to about $1.50 when reduced tc American standards, Frcn: these figures, it
is evident that America is as fsr advanced in the economical destruction
of refuse as Great Eritain- No data has been available concerning the net
operating costs (deducting revenue from ssle of poorer and by-products) of
the Eritish destructor plants. Reports from Seattle and ?.estmcunt show an
average of about 47 cents per ton. L'oree has placed .it froir. 3C to 50
cents. The best results are to be expected by utilization of the maximum
cutcuts of the plants. In most instances,, the full airount of steam, develr-
oped is not cut tc use for power purposes but is wasted.
The reduction .process tafees care of the garbage only, and other
means must be found for the disposal of the other wastes. In Eostcn, the
garbage is reduced, the rubbish and light refuse burned, and the ashes
dumped f rr filling purposes. Such combined, systems of disposal are in use
in several cities.
It has been stated that reduction systems do not prove successful
in cities of less than 100; OQC persons, but there are a number of cities
witjj a less number, which are as successful in this. process as many cities
much larger; f/orse has stated that the establishment of such 3 system
cannot be profitably undertaken in cities where less than 30 tons of gar--
bage are produced daily. As in the case of the fiiselogel system at Vin-
eennes, there are exceptions tc this rule. The reduction process has pro.-
bably undergone a greater transition than either incineration or destrue?-
tion. The expenses of this process were excessive at first. Improvements
it machinery and methods have largely reduced this, until today; in many
cases, we find contracting companies deriving greater profits from the sale
of the byproducts than the financial losses suffered by them ten years 3-
gc. Eased opoa the former high running expenses,, and income from the by.-
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products whien did not cover these expenses, contracting companies are not
only no* deriving reasonable profits froir the sale of by-rproduets, but are
also obtaining large subsidies froir, the city governments for undertaking
the work of disposal* Such contracts with the city have been made to last
from five to ten years. A. nuirber of these are due to expire. in 19H and
1912 r and it remains to be seen as to whether the municipalities will gran
renewals, reduee the amounts of the subsidies, or take over the. plants
themselves. The only two municipal reduction plants in the United States
at present, are these of Cleveland and Columbus, Chio, which have been de-
scribed. The cuestion arises, if disposal of municipal refuse by inciner-
ation and destruction has always been municipally undertaken by American
cities, then why should it not follow that the process of reduction be a-3,-
sc undertaken by municipalities? Since anything in connection with the
collection and disposal of municipal waste has been conceded as one of a
municipal nature, the case npears to be s clear one fcr the cities if
they care to take advantage of it.
The reasons for failures of disposal plants have been discussed in
another article. These have been due largely tc the failure to treat the
question of refuse disposal from an engineering standpoint. The selection
of the means of disposal may be one of preference by the city, or it may
be one of economy. It is mere often one of the latter instance,, and if
the preliminary investigations and estimates are placed in the hands of
consulting engineers, they will proceed directly tc treat it as such. The
preliminary investigations cover the number, character, and habits of the
people; quantity and cualtty of the refuse, and the seasonal variations in
these factors; calorific rrcperties of the refuse; method of making col-
lections and possible improvements in the method; and the financial status
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cf the municipality. Having made investigations as to these conditions,
the cuestion :f selecting the most economical method cf disposal arises.
Crercators and incinerators have the least first ccst, but probably the
highest operating expenses; the destructors have higher first cost, 3Dd
higher operating expenses, but the cost of operation nay be reduced by the
sale of by-products; to a figure lcv;er than that for the ereiratcrs and .in-
cinerators; reduction plants base high costs,, and, ,in most eases, higher
than those reouired for destructors, but under a rurcber of the .improved
systems cf to-day, it is possible tc operate these plants profitably* This
resolves the choice of a ireans of disposal into an estimate cf the first
be^
cost, sinking funds, depreciation, and operation .expenses. There nay aes-r
thetic reasons and questions cf location which will modify the above rea-
soning,, and tend tc threw the selection in one direction or in another.
The complexities cf the refuse disposal situation have made it a
crcblem tc be treated by the .engineering profession, and as such, v?e may
hope tc have fever failures, and to look for success in its solution in
the future.
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